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Fiction - Crime & Mystery

‘As I studied the photograph more closely, I homed in on the boy’s expression. 
He looked whitewashed with fear.’

Vienna, 1938: Something’s amiss at the home of young Annabel Albrecht and it’s got nothing
to do with the Nazis. First, her favourite maid Eva disappears, then her friend Oskar. What’s
worse, her mother is taken away, leaving Annabel to fend for herself. 

London 2004: Max receives a letter from his dying and estranged mother, Annabel, who
requests his help. Following their last argument, he has no desire to contact her. But his
curiosity is piqued by the black and white photograph she has enclosed: a disturbing image
of his mother and forgotten childhood friend, Oskar Edelstein, taken in Vienna, 1938.
Stranger still are the words, ‘you knew’, scrawled on its reverse. The photograph and the
message, are, his mother writes, part of the reason for her distance towards him. She wants
him to find Oskar... 

The photograph haunts him following his mother’s death – and there’s something about her
old house in Vienna that’s not quite right. As much as Max wants to stay away, he can’t, as he
uncovers his mother’s long-buried past and the secrets preserved by Annabel’s missing friends.
But as Max is to discover, some children can never be completely silenced. Is he haunted by

ghosts or by guilt, and will he ever escape? 

The Silent Children is a gripping tale of tragedy and
revenge, a modern-day ghost story that will stay with
you long after you turn the final page .

28th November 2015
9781784625160

£8.99
Paperback

THE SILENT
CHILDREN

Amna K. Boheim +ebook
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Fiction - Crime & Mystery

3

‘The Galician Parallax is a complex, intricately plotted story that once again demonstr ates
the far-reaching effects of terrorism in a post-9/11 word.’

The US Review of Books  

The Galician Parallax is a gripping thriller, partly based on fact, which is a hear t-stopping story
about drug cartels and terrorism, reaching its scintillating climax just before the London

bombings of 2005. 

‘On the 11th of March, 2004 a bomb attack blowing up 3 separate commuter trains took place
during the rush hour in Madr id. Nearly two hundred people were killed and just under two thousand

injured. A Madrid jihadist cell had spent 2 years planing the attack. Al Qaeda’s next stop was the
United Kingdom.’

A British yachtsman in the city of Vigo commits suicide. Sergio Garcia, a young lieutenant of
the Civil Guards pursuing the drug cartel, suspects foul play. As he delves deeper through his
own personal investigation, unbeknown to his superiors, he uncovers a link with the terrorist

group Al Qaeda. But he cannot prove it; nor can he find evidence within his own channels
without involving a British counterpart. So he approaches Stan Bullock, the Honorary British

Consul, for help. Stan agrees and begins to use the diplomatic gra pevine against all consular
and Foreign Office rules. Although the investigation leads

to one of the main cocaine car tels in the United
Kingdom, it is the terrorists that eventually threaten the

Sergio and Stan’s lives...

THE GALICIAN
PARALLAX

James G Skinner

28th November 2015
9781784624590

£10.99
Paperback

+ebook
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Fiction - Crime & Mystery

‘Zoe ran through the wood in gather ing dusk, her heart racing. She clutched the child’s hand, which
kept slipping out of hers. Sweat drenched her blouse, sticking it to her jacket, despite the dank chill in

the air. They pounded along a narrow bramble-choked path. Zoe winced and the c hild sobbed, as
spiky stems tore at their clothes and flesh, drawing blood.’

It’s a dream come true for 25-year-old Zoe when she and her new husband, unconventional
priest Theo, move to the Cotswold hills. But fearsome dreams about a young girl running for her
life disturb Zoe and she can’t shake off the idea that a child’s life is in danger... and so is hers. 

When two unexpected guests arrive, James and Natasha, Zoe’s friend Alice immediately
senses something amiss with them – and particularly Natasha; but no-one except Zoe agrees
with her. Natasha embarks on a series of mysterious healings which astonish other guests and
convince them that she is a miracle w orker. But Zoe can’t abandon her feelings of unease.
Then a series of disturbing events hits the centre; Zoe fears that Theo has been unfaithful to
her, and Theo falls into severe depression for which Zoe believes Natasha to be responsible. 

When Zoe confronts her she is completely unprepared for the terror she is about to face .
Zoe will need more than the loyalty and strength of Alice to survive the frightening
paranormal forces that are unleashed against her... 

A Passionate Spirit is a fast-paced and thrilling novel
inspired by Susan Howatch and Barbara Erskine. This
book will appeal to readers who enjoy paranormal
thrillers. 

www.scskillman.co.uk

28th November 2015
9781784624651

£8.99
Paperback

A PASSIONATE
SPIRIT

S C Skillman +ebook
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Fiction – Crime & Mystery

SHATTERED
PRETENSIONS

Colin M. Andrews

Published: 28th October 2015
ISBN: 9781784624774

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

‘Definitely one to read in one go; you don’t want to put it down
until you find out what happens.’ – Steve Thomason

Two very different stories in which the actions of a y oung teacher
have devastating and career-threatening consequences... Written with

a sprinkling of black humour, Shattered Pretensions focuses on the
tensions generated among the teenage students par ticipating in an
ambitious, extended role-play exercise. Their aggravation explodes

beyond the classroom, triggering a catastrophic series of events.. 

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
A Matter of Degree  ISBN 9781848766952   £7.99 

www.colinandrewsauthor.co.uk

THE CORPSE
LODGING

EJ Henry

Published: 28th October 2015
ISBN: 9781910333020

Price: £10.99
Binding: Paperback

+ebook

Having suffered terrible trauma as a hostage of Somali pirates, Ed
Donovan is relieved to be welcomed into the isolated but caring

community of Ballaugh, the ancestral home of his par tner, Mary, on the
Isle of Man. Together with their son they start to build a new life in the

idyllic former fishing village, but their happiness proves short-lived. Ed
senses a change in Mary and when he begins to hear voices in the dead

of night he fears his loneliness may finally be spiralling into insanity.

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
11.04 ISBN 9781785890512   £10.99

The Witness eISBN 9781910333013   £3.49 

www.ejhenry.co.uk

+ebook
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Fiction – Thriller

‘This novel is a must for the bookshelf of any mystery fan. P etra Minx is a welcome addition
to the fictional female police officer hall of fame.’ – That’s Books

‘Well-travelled, cosmopolitan readers will lap this up. Plenty of rich atmospher e and excellent
characters.’ – Books Monthly

Sergeant Petra Minx of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police is ecstatic when her quirky boss,
A.K., orders her to catch the next plane to the Bahamas to meet the legendar y Betty
Graceby, a retired Canadian singer and ex-Vegas dancer. The complaints Betty has been filing
against her rowdy and unpleasant grandson Ken have finally caught the attention of the
authorities. But why the sudden interest?

Martin, an investigative journalist with a great nose for a story, has heard rumours of a major
new arts centre to be financed by an anonymous benefactor… and Betty’s fortune has tripled
since the death of her husband, Joe LePinto, who was killed in a car being driv en by her
smooth-talking son Cliff. So is money the key, and how far will the Graceby ‘boys’ go to
secure their future? 

As the action moves from Nassau to Las Vegas and on to the Great Lakes of North America,
Petra develops a deep affection for Betty and her simple fact-finding mission becomes m uch

more personal. She uncovers a viper’s nest of hatred,
greed, treachery and lust and comes to understand
that LePinto’s influence is as pervasive in death as it
was in life. The dead man’s legacy is a weighty one...

www.marionleigh.com

28th September 2015
9781784623487

£9.99
Paperback

DEAD MAN’S
LEGACY

Marion Leigh +ebook
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Fiction – Thriller

Murder Pure and Simple is set in a Midlands mining town during the 30s and 40s. Big John
Oakley, a miner and well-respected chapel-goer, lives in a colliery house with his wife and

family. However, a series of events leave Big John powerless to prevent his family’s traditional
lifestyle from falling apart through lust, greed and drink, resulting in revenge, murder and

retribution. 

‘Constable Rod Jarvis watched, unable to help as his fr iend spun out of control, outwards to the ragged
fringes of society, where he wrapped himself in a c loak of drunken despair and violence. He pondered

on where destiny’s helterskelter would deposit his fr iend.’

Moving forward to the 80s, in a mining and agricultural town just a few miles from the Oakley
home, the body of an elderly man is found on the railway lines close to a bridge . Detective

Inspector Jim Stirling, an experienced investigator, is satisfied that the man was m urdered. The
body is identified as Tommy Oakley, an alcoholic and former boxer dossing in the railway

carriages nearby. The ensuing investigation is full of twists and turns, taking DI Stirling and his
partner DS Johnson back to the 1940s to re-examine a murder which saw two men convicted

and hanged for their crimes. 

Can Stirling and Johnson unravel the secrets of the past concealed for nearly four decades
within a conspiracy of silence?

Murder Pure and Simple is an intricate crime novel that
will also appeal to fans of historical fiction.

28th November 2015
9781784625023

£8.99
Paperback

MURDER PURE
AND SIMPLE

Carl T Jackson
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Fiction – Crime & Mystery

A story of motives, consequences and unexpected conclusions 
that will confound any preconceptions...

Goodman, Gibson and Partners is a psychological crime thriller that will ha ve crime fiction
enthusiasts enthralled by its unexpected twists and turns. Protagonist Adam is an older man
caught up in family relationships and an unwise liaison who has a complicated tale to tell
when it comes to whether he is guilty of sexuall y assaulting 14-year old Rachel Brooks. With
family drama threatening to get out of control, Adam is attacked seemingly at random in a car
park, and when the supposed victim of assault inter rupts a family gathering, there are
developments and repercussions no one was expecting. 

Thus unravels a complex crime story, which is full of false blame and biased figur es in charge.
At the end of the novel, the story takes an unexpected turn that will have readers questioning
their deductive abilities. 

“We live, after all, in a 21st centur y Western liberal democracy, where miscarriages of justice and
unsound convictions are rare, but where they do occasionally occur, go on to be recognised and rectified.”

This is Adam's sardonic take on his brush with the criminal justice system. In the event, it is
kinder on him than his struggle to come to grips with what famil y members are up to. Unlike

many crime thrillers, Goodman, Gibson and Partners
delves into the minds of individuals driven to commit
crimes and of those affected by those crimes. It is a
story that will leave readers asking whether the truth
is ever easy to find.

28th October 2015
9781784624309

£9.99
Paperback

GOODMAN,
GIBSON AND
PARTNERS

P T Mellors +ebook
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Fiction – Fantasy

‘Could not put it down! Brilliant story with full, ex citing characters. 
Intelligent readers will enjoy this.’ – Goodreads review

Set in the far future after the world has been overtaken by a series of catastr ophic
events, this is the first in an epic fantasy trilogy full of her oism and sacrifice, romance

and tragedy, greed and redemption.

Blan and her allies, those who aspire to a higher civilisation for mankind, struggle against an
enemy who seeks only domination. A new civilization of sorts has emerged from the ashes

of a catastrophe on Earth – tall ships sail the seas again in sear ch of safe havens. Blan is
drawn from her quiet seaside village to confront a world at war. Abducted by pirates and
pursued for his bedchamber by Black Knight, the leader of the expanding empire of Krar,

Blan must confront evil and fulfil her true destiny. 

In Strings of Destiny, the opening chronicle of the Krar series, Blan is freed from the pirates
only to find herself in the hands of Black Knight who desir es her as his princess. Using all

her wits and talent to evade recapture, she must also save her injured grandfather who has
secret knowledge vital to Black Knight’s ambitions. As the overwhelming forces muster

against them, can Blan succeed? 

The thrilling story will continue in volume 2,
Fulcrum of Power.

28th September 2015
9781784624026

£15.99
Paperback

GRAND VIZIER
OF KRAR

STRINGS OF DESTINY

W. John Tucker+ebook
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Fiction – Sci-Fi

A story of strange experiences about what happens when events 
in the future return to affect the past.

Disclosure traces the life of Kevin Powell from the age of eight when he is living with his m um
Sylvie. He undergoes a number of strange experiences that his young mind cannot interpret
and that he assumes are a normal part of growing up. 

As a teenager, Kevin supports his mum when she falls ill and requires surgery to remove a
mysterious object of unknown origin and function. In adulthood, he again has a number of
realistic nightmare-like visions. He sees his wife and mum in a bizarre, unfamiliar environment.
Revelations of a depopulated planet Ear th are shown to him from the distant future. He is
placed in a dilemma which sets his lo ve for his daughter against an uncer tain future on Earth... 

Disclosure will appeal to both sci-fi fans and individuals inter ested in UFOs and related
phenomena. For many years, strange sights have been observed in the skies and Disclosure
references UFO sightings back to distant civilizations such as those of Sumeria,  ancient Egypt
and the Mayans. It forwards through history, right up to the present time, also looking at what
US presidents may or may not have known about UFOs and alien contact, conspiracy theories,
abductions and contacts, observations by pilots, secret bases and ‘black ops’, back engineering,

government programmes like Project Blue Book, crop
circles, subatomic particles, novel technology and
much more.

www.grahamclingbine.co.uk

28th October 2015
9781784624262 (pb)

9781784624507 (hb)
£9.99 (pb) £15.99 (hb)

DISCLOSURE

Dr. Graham Clingbine +ebook
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Fiction – Historical

“Summer 1914 – The troubles in Europe had cast a blanket of anxiety over the whole 
of the country and Rusfield, along with the whole nation, w as filled with a passionate
sense of righteousness and patriotism. Now, talk took on an excited, yet increasingly

serious tone.”

Close friends since childhood, and heroes of their school football team, the lives of six
young men look promising until war is declared. Regret to Inform You... follows the story of
the people in Rusfield and their personal battles as fathers and sons g o off to war. Swept

up in the frenzy of excitement and pride , all this quickly changes to dread as telegrams
begin to arrive. 

The villagers left behind, filled with a determination to maintain normality , show a
remarkable response during the years of increasing tragedy. Regret to Inform You... gives an

intuitive understanding about the lives of real people living in a recognisable, albeit fictional,
Suffolk village and pursuing the routine of daily life. It is their remarkable response that

provides an ultimately uplifting story. 

This book will appeal to fans of historical fiction, of the parallel lives of the men at the Front
and their loved ones back home.

28th October 2015
9781784623524

£7.99
Paperback

REGRET TO
INFORM
YOU…

Derek Jarrett +ebook
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Fiction – Historical

Published: 28th September 2015
ISBN: 9781784623845

Price: £11.99
Binding: Paperback

The Paper Caper starts at the beginning of the Cold War, in a very
laid-back army depot full of staff visibly unwinding after the previous
war. It follows the newly-commissioned (but determinedly unmilitary)
Tim Topps, who arrives at the immense depot in 1947. It is soon
revealed that Tim’s true role as Editor is to expand the pa per, using it
to trap a Communist ‘sleeper’ who MI5 have discovered planted
within the civilian staff. He is to be aided by a charming and efficient
ATS Corporal, with whom he is doomed to fall in lo ve. 

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
The Bunny Run  ISBN 9781784624408   £8.99
Too Long in the Business ISBN 9781784620080   £9.99

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784624491

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

THE PAPER CAPER

Tim Topps

Summer 1944. The Germans are hard-pressed on all fronts; there is
no way they can win the war unless they can find a weapon strong
enough to claim victory. Major Paul Hausser of the Fallschirmjäger
– the German paratrooper wing – has an audacious plan. With a
handful of his men, and a mixture of assorted traitors, crooks and
desperadoes, his mission is to kidnap Robert Oppenheimer, the
head of the US Atomic bomb project. Can they seize the secret of
the bomb and with it change the course of histor y? 

The Armageddon Pact is a fast-paced WW2 thriller, set throughout
occupied Europe and America, that takes historical facts and gives
them a fictional twist.

THE ARMAGEDDON
PACT

Bobby Smith +ebook
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Fiction – Romance

‘A pleasant and entertaining book that I enjoy ed.’ – Rachel’s Random Reads

Love can drive you crazy… in more ways than one!

When Abby met Simon, a drink in the uni bar lead to k eeping in touch, late-night phone calls and
intimate catch-ups. It was the start of something special, a love Abby believed would last a lifetime. 

A wedding, two daughters and fifteen years later, Abby’s world is falling apart. Having
discovered Simon has had an affair, her normally ordered mind is spiralling out of control.

Crushed by the betrayal and shocked by her own reaction, she knows she needs to get herself
together; she’s just not sure where to start.

With Simon on a mission to win her back and a close friend hiding a secr et that could push
her further over the edge, Abby finds strength and support where she least expects it. But as
she attempts to gain control of her life and make decisions about her future, it may be more

than the limits of Abby’s mind that are put to the test! 

Crazy Over You is a refreshingly honest portrayal of a woman’s reaction to her husband’s
infidelity while also being a touching stor y of friendship and love. It is a novel for all those

who have experienced a break-up and know that living
happily ever after is not quite as simple as meeting

your man!

www.carol-thomas.co.uk

28th October 2015
9781784624330

£7.99
Paperback

CRAZY OVER
YOU

LOVE CAN DRIVE YOU
CRAZY… IN MORE WAYS

THAN ONE!

Carol Thomas+ebook
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Fiction – Romance/ Modern & Contemporary

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784625030

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

A unique novel that explores the effect Aspergers has, not only on
the individual, but on the family unit as a whole . Sophie needs to
find a way to balance the chaotic route she has been forced to walk
down... a son she cannot control – diagnosed with Aspergers and
PDA (Pathological Demand Avoidance), coinciding with the onset of
raging hormones; a daughter she has to ensure gets attention so
she doesn’t feel left out; and an ex-husband who comes and g oes as
he pleases.

Sophie’s Throughway is a heartwarming read, written to inspire empathy
and compassion within the reader, as well as increasing understanding
for a condition that does not have enough public recognition.

Published: 28th September 2015
ISBN: 9781784623852

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

SOPHIE'S
THROUGHWAY

Jules Smith

The Gessami Residence is a story of mature women still trying to live
life to the max. Jenny has endured three fairly miserable years
following the sudden death of her husband, Paul. At forty three –
with her sons at university – the only thing keeping her sane are
her three best friends Amanda, Beth and Rose. After deciding that
what they really need is a girl’s trip away, they escape their
uneventful lives on a holiday. After all, forty somethings still like to
drink, flirt, have meaningless sex and enjoy themselves – right? 

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
A Different Reflection  ISBN 9781784622503   £8.99
Jane L Gibson’s previous book was featured in The Bookseller.

THE GESSAMI
RESIDENCE

Jane L Gibson +ebook

+ebook
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Fiction – Modern & Contemporary

FORTY ONE

Lesia Daria

Published: 28th September 2015
ISBN: 9781784624125

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

Eva Holden is stuck, middle age a series of the same endless
tasks; she’s wondering where life’s going and what it’s all about.

Although she agreed to the ‘Plan’ – her husband Harry working
abroad for a year to secure financial security – she feels

abandoned at home with the children and unsure the bargain is
worth it. Even if the Holdens are able to stick to the Plan as the

financial world teeters on collapse, Eva’s worried the premise
might be wrong, the idea itself absurd: a Polish wife and mother

fighting for family life in England, while the English lawyer, head of
household, counts his days in Poland. Wasn’t the point of marriage

building a life together? Do they need the money anyway? How
much is enough?  

A WICKED OLD
WOMAN

Ravinder Randhawa 

Published: 28th October 2015
ISBN: 9781784624583

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

A sharply observed, witty and confident novel. 
Linguistically playful, entertaining and provoking. 

In a bustling British city, Kulwant mischievously masquerades as a
much older woman, using her walking stick like a Greek chorus,

‘...stick-leg-shuffle-leg-shuffle...’ encountering new adventures and
getting bruised by the jagged edges of her lif e. There’s the Punjabi

punk who rescues her after a carefully calculated fall; Caroline, her
gregarious friend from school days, who watched over her dizzy

romance with ‘Michael the Archangel’, and Rani/Rosalind, who’s just
killed a man...

Vividly bringing to life a bit of the 60s, 70s and 80s.

+ebook

+ebook
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Fiction – Modern & Contemporary

Published: 28th October 2015
ISBN: 9781784623838

Price: £10.99
Binding: Paperback

‘If you buy only one book this y ear, it should be The Bunny Run by Tim
Topps. When I picked up this novel I was captivated from the first

paragraph on the first page.’ – That’s Books

With offices in both towns, Tim Topps has, for many years, driven
twice-weekly between Cambridge and Oxford and knows the road
like the back of his (gloved) hand – but now, amid all his memories,
things are changing – including his 20-year marriage, which has
come to an abrupt end. 

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
Too Long in the Business  ISBN 9781784620080   £9.99
The Paper Caper  ISBN 9781784624491   £8.99

Published: 28th October 2015
ISBN: 9781784624408

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

THE BUNNY RUN
A SHORT DRIVE... WITH SOME
DIVERSIONS

Tim Topps

‘Strongly reminiscent of John Updike... The writing is solid. 
Capably written.’ – The Bookbag.co.uk

It’s the 1960s – a time when old sexual standar ds are eroding and
temptation beckons. Christine is an attractive wife and mother who
has been disfigured by facial cancer, losing her left jaw and a portion
of her mouth. Set in New England and Northern Nigeria, this novel
is an examination of the meaning of lo ve and fidelity in the midst of
a sexual revolution. 

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
Badger, Boomer and Bathroom Bob  ISBN 9781780884035   £9.00
Death by Duck  ISBN 9781780885759   £8.99

IN FIDELITY

Jack Wilson +ebook

+ebook
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Fiction – Modern & Contemporary

17

ACCORDING TO THE
DAILY MAIL

Laurence Simpson

Published: 15th September 2015
ISBN: 9781784625412 (pb)

9781784625429 (hb)
Price: £10.95 (pb) £16.95 (hb)

Featured in Books Monthly.

A jolly jape. A darkly comic crime caper with a salient social
message. Predicated on the puerile piffle characteristic of the tabloid

press, this is a refreshingly unique novel. Sharply witty, it brings you
suspense, ingenuity, adventure, romance, laugh-out-loud comedy and

some sporadic eroticism. Jonathon is cross about the deleterious
effect on impressionable people of the shallow tabloid media and he

sets about recruiting some disaffected ex-servicemen to blow up
their printing-presses. Another recruit erases all their websites.

www.laurencesimpson.com

CARAVAN

Cassandra Keen

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784624699

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

To his parents – Paul, a classics professor, and interior designer
mother Morgana – Lucien was an averagely difficult young man, who

turned his back on the adults who did their best f or him. To his
schoolteacher stepmother, Ruth, he was a disaffected character –

and his death in a caravan fire was the culmination of a pattern of
disturbed behaviour. Ruth, sole witness to the tragedy, keeps quiet,
afraid of association and possible blame , but Lucien, a destructive

ghost, becomes a bigger presence in death than he was in lif e, with
his legacy of blame and retribution. Ruth can neither live with this,

nor hope for it to change; she can only try to escape the downward
spiral that is affecting her family. Escaping for a few days to Malta,
Ruth is distracted by a spiritual presence in the neolithic temples

and finds herself in an agitated state of r eflection.

+ebook

+ebook
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Featured in the Whitby Gazette, Hartlepool Mail and Isle of Man News

Treasure Trove is a joyous romp of a comedy novel taking place in a Yorkshire seaside town and
revolving around a whole host of amusing characters of questionable integrity and their sear ch
for ancient treasure.

It’s 1983 and Easter weekend dawns in the upmarket town of Whitborough-on-Sea, but events
unfolding behind the scenes conspire to ruin any prospect of a prosperous and peaceful
holiday. 

A Spanish Armada treasure is discovered – and lost. An ancient curse is reawakened and the
town’s adopted ship is sunk by a civil war cannonball. Though these three incidents appear
unconnected, they are the start of a wider catastrophe that befalls the authorities and the
forces of law and order. 

Who are the architects behind this orgy of violence, sabotage and destruction? 
Russian saboteurs, the IRA or local criminals?  

Treasure Trove is the first book in the Whitborough series, and is a laugh-out-loud novel that
will appeal to fans of Tom Sharpe’s novels, David Croft
and Jim Perry.

www.alistairlavers.co.uk

28th November 2015
9781784624989

£7.99
Paperback

TREASURE
TROVE
THE WHITBOROUGH NOVELS

Alistair Lavers +ebook

Fiction – Modern & Contemporary
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Fiction – Modern & Contemporary

19

BUCKINGHAM

John Schroeder

Published: 28th September 2015
ISBN: 9781784624118

Price: £10.99
Binding: Paperback

Buckingham is a delightful, beautifully illustrated story that
explores the therapeutic powers of cats.

Buckingham was big. Buckingham was beautiful and the day he
found his way into Angela Tillsworthy’s life, neither she, nor he,

were ever to look back. Surprisingly Angela was soon to discover
that Buckingham possessed some extraordinary therapeutic

powers, which were to ultimately affect a lot of people’s lives.
Through persistent demand for her cat’s therapeutic services,

Angela forms a company calling it Cozy Cats Cottage plc
appointing Buckingham as the chairman. It is a story all about the

therapeutic powers of cats and how they positively affect humans.

DEAR CLEMENTINA

Colin Burke

Published: 28th October 2015
ISBN: 9781784624231

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

‘Highly recommended.’ – Manchester Evening News

A chance meeting between two twelve-week-old puppies in a
Manchester park leads to a series of letters fr om young Stanley to

his new friend Clementina. Based on true events viewed through
canine eyes, this work is a collection of that cor respondence, and

reflects upon the quirky world of humans, dogs and the interaction
between the two. 

With a comic perception that is perhaps only afforded to innocent
observers, each letter stands alone as a testimon y to Stanley’s

efforts to comprehend the mysteries of life that confront young
pups in their carefree progress throughout their first year. 

+ebook
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Fiction – Modern & Contemporary

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784624187

Price: £10.99
Binding: Paperback

An atmospheric collection of 5 stories, all with vivid
characterisation and a strong sense of place.

Three of the stories included in this collection f eature the
character Jim Skaife, who has appeared in the author’s earlier
works. In ‘Tracking’ we see him as a young boy in a northern town,
exploring friendships and the dark, bombed-out slums. In ‘The
Wooden Ship’ we return to Jim’s infancy and a unloved gift given by
a German POW. The eponymous story ‘Kharshouf’ features our
central character as he reminisces about his time in Alexandria – an
experience he has shared with the author. Jack is influenced by
writers as diverse as Graham Greene and Wilkie Collins.

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784624224

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

KHARSHOUF AND
OTHER STORIES

Jack Debney

A satirical mirror of leading politicians and the national media, to
enable them to see their grotesque image... 

Following on from Johnny Reynold’s first satirical novel The Big
Pipedream Society, The Dreamhunter’s Diaries is a socio-political and
quasi-economical satirical farce that makes reference to real-life
situations. It focuses on the ludicrousness of the ruling establishment
and the state-governed media. 

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
The Big Pipedream Society  ISBN 9781784620936   £7.99
Johnny Reynolds’ previous book was featured in Books Monthly.

THE DREAMHUNTER’S
DIARIES

Johnny Reynolds +ebook

+ebook
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Poetry

A book designed specifically for young adults studying PSHE, but with the needs 
of the teacher very much in mind. Each poem comes complete with its own 

bespoke lesson plan.

Poetry for PSHE, or Personal, Social, Health and Economic education, is a collection of poems
for school children of secondary school age. It is an anthology of poems covering subjects
such as friendship, families, bullying and social media. The poems deal with the subjects in a

way that makes pupils keen to read the next one, exposing them to common issues they may
face, whilst also allowing them to learn solutions and ways to cope should they find

themselves involved with the issues discussed. 

“I sometimes wonder about my friends,
Are my choices based on latest trends?”

The subjects covered in Poetry for PSHE are either rarely covered within a school curriculum
or are spread between a number of disciplines, subjects and teachers. The Department for

Education has said that PSHE is an impor tant and necessary part of all pupils’ education,
underlining this anthology’s relevance and importance. These poems – as well as the lessons

built around them – will live with pupils long after the lesson has ended.

28th November 2015
9781784624576

£11.99
Paperback

POETRY FOR
PSHE

A SELECTION OF
CONTEMPORARY POEMS

Jay Clarke
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Poetry

Featured in Books Monthly and Lynn News

A Pre-Modernist Manifesto is a collection of poetry and prose that focuses on three fundamental
aspects of life – pleasure, pain and profit. The poems for pleasure and pain are principally
concerned with the highs and lows of everyday living which are part of our common humanity.
In contrast, the poems for profit are avowedly political and are topical in the context of the
recent call by Tristram Hunt for a revival of left-wing history. 

WEDDING JITTERS
Some of our photographs betray
The qualms I suffered on the day
I gave my first-born child away,

Watching her walk in bridal dress
Towards an untried tenderness.

But later photographs attest
That she’s laid all my fears to rest,

And that her loving heart knew best.
Thus, when our children make their choice,

We should trust nature, and rejoice.

This unique collection provides examples of the
construction and appreciation of traditional poetry
and adopts the socialist approach to writing history
pioneered by J. L. & B. Hammond, appealing to lovers
of traditional poetry and prose.

28th September 2015
9781784623647

£8.50
Paperback

A PRE-
MODERNIST
MANIFESTO
POETRY AND PROSE FOR
PLEASURE, PAIN AND PROFIT

Mike Pantling
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Poetry/ Plays

CHUCKLE VERSE

Lizzy Wade

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784625061

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Humorous, witty, sometimes a little sexist and sometimes
mockingly funny: Chuckle Verse is a must-read poetry book for

women of all ages. 

This fun little book is all about e veryday life, events and occasions.
Lizzy Wade’s tongue-in-cheek verse blends rhymes, parodies and

limericks into one laugh-out-loud book. With beautiful illustrations and
a knack of highlighting the comedy in almost an y situation, Chuckle

Verse is a book that all women will be able to relate to, in some way.

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
A Book of Children’s Rhymes  ISBN 9781784625078   £7.99

EARLY DAYS

Caroline Mitchell Rehder

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784623777

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

Early Days contains two off-beat, unsentimental and text-based plays
that are ideal for physical theatre; there are massive opportunities

for slapstick, clowning, mime and movement. We watch as a mother
fails to bond with her son and the consequences of that failur e for

both of them. We see a child disintegrating as the par ents argue and
fight their way towards a divorce. They both try to illuminate the

muddled and frightened feelings of a child caught up in a situation that
he or she does not understand. They attempt to show how a child

identifies with the unhappiness of his or her parent.

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
The Muse Sneezes and Other Plays ISBN 9781780880242   £9.99
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Non-Fiction – Memoirs/ Biography

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784624767 (pb)

9781784624781 (hb)
Price: £18.99 (pb) £24.99 (hb)

‘A tender tale of falling in love with an Italian village.’ – The American

Chickens Eat Pasta is the tale of how a young Englishwoman starts
a new life after watching a video showing a chicken eating
spaghetti in a mediaeval hill village in central Ital y. 

Unlike some recent bestsellers, this is not simply an account of a
foreigner’s move to Italy, but a love story written from the
unusual perspective of both within and outside of the stor y. As
events unfold, the strong storyline carries with it a rich por trayal
of Italian life from the inside with a suppor ting cast of memorable
characters.

Published: 28th July 2015
ISBN: 9781784623517

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

CHICKENS EAT PASTA
ESCAPE TO UMBRIA

Clare Pedrick

Street Lamps is an unusual type of autobiography because it describes
the life of somebody with absolutely no public recognition. However,
it offers a unique personal record of seventy turbulent years in the
history of our time; and it is a fascinating and enter taining read. 

Peter Cruttwell presents this colourful and well-observed portrait of
his passage from war-time childhood to his teenage schooling, travel
in war-torn Europe as a boy of 15, service in Military Intelligence and
a remarkably varied career in business all over the world. Laced with
insight and frequently irreverent personal opinion, the book consists
of 170 ‘light-pools’ which are individual cameos depicting episodes in
a life led randomly and without obvious design or direction.

STREET LAMPS
LIGHT-POOLS ALONG A
RANDOM LIFE

Peter Cruttwell 

+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Memoirs/ Biography

‘(Martin Young) writes as eloquently as a skilled journalist and his style is witty and also
sparse and pacey. It is an interesting book.’ – That’s Books

Shelled and shot at in the Iranian Re volution.
Nearly murdered in Sicily.

Crucified by the Lord Chief Justice in the Appeal Court.
Silenced by the BBC for telling the truth.

This is the autobiography of Martin Young and his 45 years in television, working for all the
major BBC news and current affairs programmes. It charts his battle with the legal and political

establishment over his groundbreaking programme Rough Justice, which led to the release of
five people who had been falsely imprisoned for crimes as serious as murder and sexual assault. 

As a foreign correspondent, Martin has reported from the Iranian Revolution, Gaza and the
West Bank and told the stor y of the Mafia in both New York and Sicily. As a presenter and
reporter on BBC Television since 1973, Martin has worked on shows such as Nationwide,

Newsnight, Panorama, and Rough Justice. Nationwide attracted up to twelve million viewers
with a mixture of the silly and the serious news of the day across Britain and paved the way

for dozens of news magazine programmes. 

Opposable Truths tells the stories that have contributed
to almost half a century of cutting-edge broadcasting.

Serious and amusing in turn, this gripping book
offers a previously unseen glimpse of life inside

broadcasting.

28th September 2015
9781784623890

£15.99
Paperback

OPPOSABLE
TRUTHS

Martin Young +ebook
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Non-Fiction – Memoirs/ Biography

‘With easy humour and affectionate prose, Nicholson has packaged together a lovely 40th birthday
present for her once island home .’ – Sydney Morning Herald

In the wilds of the most diverse nation on earth, while she copes with crocodiles under the
blackboard and sorcery in the office, Trish Nicholson survives near-fatal malaria and mollifies
irascible politicians and an ever-changing roster of bosses – realities of life for a development
worker.

With a background in anthropology and a successful management career in Europe, five years
on a development project in the remote West Sepik province of Papua New Guinea more than
fulfils Trish Nicholson’s desire for a challenge. In extreme tropical conditions, with few only
sometimes-passable roads, travel is by a balus – an alarmingly tiny plane, landing on airstrips cut
with grass knives and squeezed between mountains. Students build their own schools, babies’
weights are recorded in rice bags and women walk for days, carrying their produce to market. 

Physically tested by dense jungle and swaying vine bridges, Trish’s patience is stretched by
nothing ever being what it seems and with ‘yes’ usually meaning ‘no’. Assignments in isolated
outstations provide surreal moments, like the 80-year-old missionary in long friar’s robes
revealing natty turquoise shorts as he tears away on an ancient motorbike. Adventures on
nearby Pacific islands relieve the intensity of life in a close-knit community of nationals and a

cosmopolitan mix of expat ‘characters’. 

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
Writing Your Nonfiction Book ISBN 9781784620660   £12.99
Journey in Bhutan eISBN 9781784626501  £3.99

28th October 2015
9781784624422

£12.99
Paperback

INSIDE THE
CROCODILE
THE PAPUA NEW GUINEA
JOURNALS

Trish Nicholson +ebook

Video online
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Non-Fiction – Memoirs/ Biography

Royal Naval stories and tales of foreign seaports, from 1910-1966.

This book follows the career of Patrick Gaffney’s father, Harry Cecil Gaffney, who
experienced two world wars at sea. It describes life in the wardroom aboard a light cruiser
of the Mid-Atlantic Squadron, based at Cape Town. Later, Patrick’s father served aboard the

HMS Severn in the hunt for the German cruiser SMS Königsberg. 

“I knew of my father, but I did not know him,” says Patrick. At the age of seventy, Patrick
decided to find out more about him. Through years of research Patrick discovered how Harry
spent his life, and was able to formed a basis of his father’s character. As Patrick’s mother was

to tell him, he was ‘a brilliant sailor, but a woeful husband’. 

As one of his father’s sons, Patrick felt morally obligated to follow in his footsteps, which he
duly did. His time in the Navy was served in peacetime and, because he constantly badgered

the drafting office in Portsmouth for sea-going ships, he was fortunate enough to serve on
several different types of ships in the Far East, Middle East and Mediterranean. During this

time he met people from many different ethnic origins and races, and came to realise a
fundamental of life: that we basically all desire the same things, whether we are aboard a ship

or on dry land. 

Sons of the Seas is a gripping true story that will appeal
to fans of maritime, military and historical biographies.

28th November 2015
9781784624347

£9.99
Paperback

SONS OF THE
SEAS

Patrick Gaffney
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Non-Fiction – Memoirs/ Biography

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784624460

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

‘I began reading Prunes for Breakfast with interest, but found
myself more and more drawn into the story, which was a real

pleasure to read.’ – The Bookbag.co.uk

This is the story of John Searancke’s parents, told mostly from the
side of his father, Eddie Searancke, from the time of his calling up in
early 1940 to his release from a prisoner of war camp in German y
in 1945, thence his return to England to try to pick up the pieces of
his old life. Nothing could ever be quite the same afterwards. 

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
Dog Days In The Fortunate Islands ISBN 9781783063413   £9.95

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784625054

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

PRUNES FOR
BREAKFAST

John Searancke

These are the memoirs of actor and lecturer Peter Davidson,
whose career spanned several decades and many fascinating events.

Throughout this time, however, Peter also worked as an actor,
working on films with Roman Polanski, Hitchcock, Glenda Jackson,
Spike Milligan, and sharing a car to Pinewood studios with Anthony
Hopkins. He later founded his own company – Magic Carpet
Productions, producing over fifty titles of spoken English cassettes
and videos. 

A man of many parts, Mr ByTheWay is Peter’s autobiography – a
potpourri of careers and odd jobs that have made the man, along
with a selection of enticing photographs. 

MR BYTHEWAY

Peter Davidson

+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Memoirs/ Biography

“What kind of person becomes a Parish Minister? And what kind of church is it where a frail
old woman can greet a rare visit from the Parish Minister with, “Oh, it’s yersel, ya bugger!”?

And then get a kiss in response?” 

Born into the Edinburgh working class, Rev. Jack Kellet grew up surrounded by grandfathers
who were both the “black sheep” of the family, parents who loved without showing emotion,

and uncles who inspired with their bravery and leadership.

Having experienced his own lifetime of surprises, Jack Kellet recounts memories that have
stayed with him throughout the years, such as:

Being taken aback by call to Holy Ministry and rejected 
as a Communist by American ministers at university.

The transforming effect of jagged shrapnel on the body of a dying man.
Going into General Practice; midwifery in Dundee and then intensive care in Leith.

Kirk Elders who amazed their Minister and y oung “Assistants” who taught their boss.
Surprises in Italy, Zambia and The Bahamas, by Clement Attlee, the Proclaimers, Mike Tyson and

the Queen at Balmoral!
Thriving through The Iona Community.

Falling in love and then three more Godsends.
Children suffering through racism.

Piety necessitating politics.

28th November 2015
9781784625467

£10.99
Paperback

“OH! IT’S
YERSEL’, YA
BUGGER!”

A SCOTTISH MINISTER LOOKS
BACK ON A LIFE OF SURPRISES

Rev. Jack Kellet+ebook
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Prose

A book of faction – facts disguised as fiction and fiction disguised as fact – in the form of

quotations, observations, word games and decidedly different definitions.

The Little Read Book takes a sideways (and sometimes full frontal) look at life, the universe and

almost everything, from the art of accountancy to zapping a couple of jars of zythum do wn at

the Giza Khufu Bar. 

If you want a witty riposte , ammunition for a speech or just a funny, thought-provoking read,

then this is the book for you. If there are clever clogs you can never find a present for, then

this is the book for them. You’re guaranteed to find something to make you laugh, shake your

head in disbelief or nod it in r ecognition, or just reflect on the insane, inane, sometimes lethal

and invariably comic world we all call home. 

It’s original, it’s funny, sometimes wise, sometimes groan-making – but mostly, The Little

Read Book is all about having fun with words and ideas. 

28th November 2015
9781784624569

£9.99
Paperback

THE LITTLE
READ BOOK

Mike Arblaster
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Non-Fiction – Self-help

Emotion combined with the hear t reference centre and intuition can create feelings in a positive
aspect, but combining the mind can alter this pr ocess resulting in a negative result. We all have

emotions, regardless of the level that we allow to come up to the surf ace. Our emotions influence
everything that we do and therefore can influence another in their actions . 

Red Everything Emotional is a detailed analysis of how emotions can affect the human body.
Taking into account the mind, body and behaviour, Mark Vincent Flanagan explores the

complexities of emotions to provide readers with a deeper understanding of themselves,
allowing them to move past trauma and repair themselves spiritually. 

This book is subcategorised into nine chapters, among which are ‘development’, ‘repressed
emotion’ and ‘diet emotions’. Mark Vincent Flanagan also shares his own poems inspired by his

time working as a medium with his many clients. Written to touch part of your soul, each
poem will help in the lifting of emotion. 

Red Everything Emotional provides healing and personal growth to those looking to understand
their emotions and will appeal to those looking to better understand themselv es. 

Along with the book, readers receive an audio CD
dedicated to meditation to help with emotional r elease.

The meditation focuses on colour for healing with
music, and is composed by Richard Newell. There are

five tracks, lasting for 30 minutes in total.

28th November 2015
9781784625047

£14.99
Paperback

RED
EVERYTHING
EMOTIONAL

Mark Vincent Flanagan+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Self-help

‘This is a fascinating, emotional read that I think will interest many people, whether they
believe in life after death or not.I think this book will help a lot of people who hav e lost loved
ones, as well as people who may be scared at the thought of dying. On top of that, It's also a

really interesting read.’ 
Jessica Grace Coleman, author of ‘The Little For est Mystery’ series

Letters from Home is an interesting collection of stories from the spirit world, each one
individually communicated to a clairaudient medium and a fascinating glimpse into lif e 
after death.

In this book, the communicators – including Astronauts, T. E. Lawrence, Wallis Simpson, and
many others – have given a medium their moving and thought-provoking stories from beyond
the grave, which are brought together in this collection to give closure to the communicators,
and, for the readers to be an interested part of the process. 

Letters From Home will open you to a new world, and to a new way of viewing the stories of
those around us. An enthralling read that will appeal to both believers and sceptics alike. It
features narratives channelled by those that have gone before, and its message is one of

therapeutic healing and well-being.

28th November 2015
9781784623944

£8.99
Paperback

LETTERS FROM
HOME
COMMUNICATIONS FROM
THE SPIRIT WORLD,
A HEALING COURSE

Christine Yeats
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Non-Fiction – Self-help

It does not matter who we are, or how we look on the outside. 

What matters is who we are in our hearts.

This book was inspired by Kate Vialva’s love and faith in God and her desir e to spread His

word with the aim of offering comfort, support, love and hope to readers – to help them feel

restored and renewed. The book is about faith and the positivity of sharing to mak e our lives,

and the lives of those around us, better. 

Nobody is Better Than Me will give readers a better understanding of what to do when faced

with life’s adversities. Kate encourages us to awaken the spirit within us so we may reflect and

recognize who we really are. This transformation will lead us to the true and e verlasting joy

we were meant to experience and the purpose w e were born for. This startling freedom will

emerge and strengthen us – changing our perception of everything and everyone around us so

we can all enjoy a better life. 

Key to this book is Kate’s wish for readers to share the love, putting the knowledge of who

we are into the hands of many.

28th November 2015
9781784624873

£9.99
Paperback

NOBODY
IS BETTER
THAN ME

Kate Vialva+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Self-help

Published: 28th October 2015
ISBN: 9781784624255

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

This practical book will help you to master the key conversations
you need to create a high performing team where people love to
work.

Do you manage a team of people? Do y ou want some useful tips
for getting your people to deliver consistently great results? This
practical book will help you to master the key conversations you
need to create a high performing team.

Whether you want to tackle the under-performers, engage the high
performers, or help everyone in the team to find more fulfilment at
work, Courageous Conversations is the book for you.

Published: 28th October 2015
ISBN: 9781784624293

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

COURAGEOUS
CONVERSATIONS AT
WORK

Larry Reynolds

Many of us are familiar with the concept of compassion when
directed towards others... Fewer of us know how to show
compassion to ourselves.

A Year of Self-Compassion is a guide for readers to understand the
key components of self-compassion, while also helping them to
actively engage in the process of developing it for themselves. This
reflective journal has been created to enable readers to build the
foundations of compassion for themselves and towards others. It is
based on the latest research and most up-to-date knowledge in the
field of self-development.

A YEAR OF SELF-
COMPASSION
FINDING CARE, CONNECTION AND
CALM IN OUR CHALLENGING TIMES

Amanda Super

+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Self-help/ Business

Invaluable advice to:
Overcome Public Speaking Nerves

Write Effectively
Present Professionally

Transform Your Communication Skills is a collaboration of 11 coaching professionals that will positively
develop readers speaking, writing and presenting talents in their working and personal lives. 

This book provides practical self-help advice on a conversational level for easy understanding.
It spans the common elements of communication, of public speaking, of knowing how to

prepare and deliver a presentation and how to dramatically improve personal writing skills.
Transform Your Communication Skills is a comprehensive reference book written for everyday

use. It is structured with modular chapters to allow readers to access information on a
particular issue for the first time or as a handy r eminder as they progress. The final reference

section concentrates on punctuation points and includes an A-Z of useful terms. 

The enduring benefits are for readers to learn how to manage nerves when speaking in
public, create engaging presentations time after time

and develop writing skills to produce effective results
– to influence, to encourage, to prompt action. 

www.transformyourskills.com

28th November 2015
9781784624996

£9.95
Paperback

TRANSFORM YOUR
COMMUNICATION

SKILLS
SPEAK WRITE PRESENT WITH

CONFIDENCE

Steve Bridger+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Childcare/ Parenting

Words that Work has been featured in the Daily Mail, Happy Families, 
Made for Mums, The Sun and Take a Break

Wouldn’t it be fantastic if you could simply wave a magic wand
to get kids to do what you wanted? 

Too many parents, and teachers for that matter, struggle to get their requests heard,
understood and taken seriously – kids just don’t seem to be able to do as the y’re told
nowadays. In Words that Work: How to Get Kids to Do Almost Anything, author Alicia Eaton, a leading
Harley Street Hypnotherapist & Advanced NLP Practitioner, explains how much easier it is to
get children to co-operate, simply by changing the vocabulary and structure of your sentences. 

She shows how powerful words are if you know about the NLP ‘language of persuasion and
influence’. And also shares the secret to slipping ‘hypnotic influence’ into day-to-day
conversations. Originally a Montessori teacher and a mother to thr ee, now grown-up children,
Alicia’s combined all her skills, knowledge and expert training to create this unique parenting
system that really works. So whether the issue is mealtime arguments o ver fussy eating or
junk food cravings; an anxiety or phobia about dogs, spiders, going to school or exams; a lack
of confidence; bad habits such as nail-biting, thumbsucking or bedwetting, you’ll quickly learn
what to say and what not to say.. You’ll be able to put an end to the nagging and y elling that

gets you nowhere and wears you out.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:
Stop Bedwetting in Seven Days 
ISBN 9781780882475   £12.99

28th September 2015
9781784623715

£12.99
Paperback

WORDS THAT
WORK
HOW TO GET KIDS TO DO
ALMOST ANYTHING

Alicia Eaton +ebook
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Non-Fiction – Ethical Issues/ Religion

A HISTORY OF TIME

Fakhruddin Aziz Khaja

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781783064045

Price: £12.99
Binding: Paperback

Forget about global warming, population growth, alien invasion and
asteroid strikes.  Islamic prophetic traditions can predict the fate of

21st century civilisation.

A History of Time: Volume One, based on Islamic Eschatology, displays
a kaleidoscope of the world, offering an understanding of what is

taking place around us. It unveils the meaning of the classic Islamic
terms of Yajuj wa Majuj and Dajjal under the light of a comparativ e

narrative of world history. It allows us to see where we stand in
the flow of history, and where it is leading us. A History of Time will

captivate anyone interested in history, current affairs, geopolitics
and the Middle East.

FUTURE SENSE

Malcolm Parlett PhD

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784624552

Price: £12.50
Binding: Paperback

‘This is a book we have been w aiting for.’ – Gordon Wheeler, President
of the Esalen Institute, Big Sur, California

‘Parlett eloquently and practically shows how we can develop.’ – Peter
Hawkins, Professor of Leadership, Henley Business School

Future Sense offers an interweaving of global and personal themes:
a far-reaching synthesis of ideas in tune with emerging global

developments. It points to how greater whole intelligence can
strengthen us in transforming the world and our lives at the same

time. Faced with today’s enormous global challenges, humanity
often seems ineffective, distracted, or powerless. Malcolm Parlett

shows us that tackling global problems begins in the microcosm of
our own lives.   

+ebook

+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Health

The menopause is a fact of life, but it is a pr ocess that has become so mired
in myth and misinformation that it is now seen as something to fear .

In The Menopause Cure: Hormonal Health, Jill D. Davey sets out to demystify this often difficult
period, bringing her own experiences and the latest medical information together into one
unique, inspirational book aimed at helping women thrive during the menopause and beyond. 

Jill D. Davey and Dr. Sergey Dzugan dive deep into hormones, potential complications and
symptoms of the menopause without becoming encyclopaedic or pedantic . They discuss the
concepts of restorative medicine and look at how it can help women overcome many of the
symptoms related to the menopause. Together they examine the scientific and medical facts
behind the ageing process and how to slow it, and age-related diseases, including the three
major killers; cancer, Alzheimer's disease and heart disease, and how women can minimise 
their risks. 

The Menopause Cure: Hormonal Health follows Jills own intimate journey through the
menopause; the changes in her body, and her discovery of restorative medicine, she writes
candidly about her own experiences. The Menopause Cure: Hormonal Health offers cutting-edge

yet straightforward and easy to follow advice and
information, empowering women to move forward
with confidence during and after the menopause .

28th October 2015
9781784623753

£8.99
Paperback

THE
MENOPAUSE
CURE
HORMONAL HEALTH

Jill D. Davey & 
Sergey Dzugan

+ebook
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Fiction – Health/ Law

NHS PLEASE DON'T
KILL ME!

YOUR SURVIVAL GUIDE TO NHS CARE

Dr Ray Radford 
& Scotty Johnson  

Published: 28th October 2015
ISBN: 9781784622015

Price: £14.99
Binding: Paperback

When you need the NHS, 
how can you make sure you get the best possible care?

Have you ever thought about what you could do to influence and
improve the quality of care you receive when using the NHS? Or

do you just turn up hoping that the healthcar e professional in front
of you diagnoses and treats you accurately and in your best

interests? NHS Please Don't Kill Me! is a guide to help you receive
the best possible care. It provides readers with essential skills and

ideas that could reduce error and potentially save lives. 

AGE RESTRICTED SALES
THE LAW IN ENGLAND AND WALES

Tony Allen

Published: 28th October 2015
ISBN: 9781784624194

Price: £25.00
Binding: Paperback

Age Restricted Sales is an authoritative and comprehensive legal text
on all aspects of age restricted foods and services in England and

Wales. The book covers everything from alcohol to tattoos. It also
includes a full schedule of all 238 age r estricted goods and includes

the latest changes, such as electronic cigarettes, TV on demand
services, sunbeds and social networking.

The book is set out by reference to the broad categories of age
restriction and separate chapters on establishing a ‘due diligence’
defence and the powers and duties of law enforcement officers.

Each aspect is cross referenced with the relevant case law, official
guidance and legislation, with a guide as to relevant factors for law

enforcement officers to consider. 

+ebook

+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Aviation

This is a story of aviation, risk and the heart of the pilot. 

Four out of five fatal aircraft accidents are due to human error; three out of five to pilot error.

This book examines the technical aspects of these issues fr om the viewpoint of one of the

UK's most experienced aviation cardiologists. It spans the end of the Second World War

through teaching cardiology in aviation on behalf of the International Civil Aviation

Organisation (ICAO) worldwide, via a history of powered flight, time in the cadet force, a

flying scholarship on a Tiger Moth, training to be a doctor, later a cardiologist, and owing a

series of aircraft. 

Michael Joy was appointed as cardiologist to the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) in 1974 to

assist the regulator in the development of standards of cardiological fitness. Error, risk and

accident causation are introduced in the context of various fatal accidents.

In this stimulating and highly informative autobiography, Michael looks back at his time with

the ICAO and CAA, drafting cardiological standards for Europe and worldwide travel to

spread the message, including the Khyber pass, an

aircraft factory in the Indonesian jungle and the sla ve

island of Goree in Senegal.

Safety is no accident and history is its judge.

28th October 2015
9781784624729

£17.99
Hardback

UPON A
TRAILING
EDGE
RISK, THE HEART 
AND THE AIR PILOT

Michael Joy +ebook
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ZAPPA AND JAZZ
DID IT REALLY SMELL FUNNY, FRANK?

Geoff Wills

Published: 28th September 2015
ISBN: 9781784623913

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

‘This book is a precious aide-mémoire with which to explore the
more-than-abundant Zappa discography through the filter of

jazz’ – Frédéric Goaty, Jazz Magazine (France)

Although Frank Zappa died over 20 years ago, he continues to be
regarded as an iconic figure in 20th century culture. In this new

book Geoff Wills takes a look at Zappa’s widely assumed antipathy
for the jazz genre. Along the way, he throws up some very

interesting facts. Zappa and Jazz focuses on the influence of jazz on
Zappa in an attempt to clarify the often-confusing natur e of his

relationship with it. Guaranteed to appeal to all Zappa fans who
seek new insights into his music. 

SHAKESPEARE AND
DEMOCRACY

THE SELF-RENEWING POLITICS OF A 
GLOBAL PLAYWRIGHT

Gabriel Chanan

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784624248

Price: £12.99
Binding: Paperback

‘A pleasure to read... Chanan does a remarkable job of developing and
defending his difficult thesis.’ – Christopher Mulvey, Emeritus

Professor of English, University of Winchester

Shakespeare moves towards a democratic concept of society over
the course of his plays. His dramatisation of how societies hold

together or break apart has fresh significance in an age when
democracy faces new challenges at a global level. These are some of

the conclusions of Gabriel Chanan’s illuminating new approach to
Shakespeare’s plays. Chanan argues that even though Shakespeare

could know nothing of modern democracy, he played a fundamental
role in building the culture that underlies it. 

Non-Fiction – Music/ Literary Criticism

+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Animals

Author Heather Cook spent 30 years as the homing officer for Woking Branch of Cats Protection and

this has afforded her an endless supply of cats that could variously be described as “past their sell-by

date”, “off-the-wall” or “damaged”. This book documents the special felines who have taken up residence

at her home (Tresta Towers). “Some of these have presented me with significant challenges, but there is no

such thing as a bad cat. I believe that animals react to outside stimuli, favourable or unfavourable, in order

to survive,” says Heather. 

Madness happens: in cats as in people . It can take the form of harmless eccentricity, dementia or out and

out psychosis. In cats it can be a rather attractiv e quality, only necessitating the wearing of protective

clothing in extreme cases. Think of kittens racing round a room at head height, their tails like loo brushes

and their ears like helicopter blades. They start off bonkers and it can only get worse. 

Some cats are born wobbly, some achieve wobbliness and some have wobbliness thrust upon them, by

illness or accident. 

If you love cats, you will love this book. The cats featured are very special and have overcome any number

of problems to survive. This is not a dreary book, however, as cats are by nature humorous creatures and

there are many amusing incidents along the way. All the stories are true and all the cats are very real

indeed.

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

Evie’s Diary ISBN 9781780883274   £7.99

Paws for Thoughts ISBN 9781783061457   £7.99

From Sidcup With Purrs ISBN 9781783065547   £7.99

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784624903

Price: £7.99
B Hardback

THE OLD, THE
MAD AND THE
WOBBLY

Heather Cook Audio online
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IT ALL STARTED
WITH A DOG

Graham Matthews

Published: 25th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784624477

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

When Graham Matthews began walking Nero, a trainee guide dog,
he had no idea how life-changing this seemingly simple job would

be. Once Nero passed on to his advanced training, the hole he left
behind in Graham’s life was immense, and so Graham became a dog
carer, offering a home from home to a wide range of canines – fr om

rumbustious rescue dogs to languid labradors.

It all Started with a Dog is a simple tale of dog walking experiences
which are both funny and sad. Aimed at all dog lovers, it conveys the
love and affection that passes between man and dog and shows that

a dog really is a man’s best friend.

TINKER SPY

Marianne Collihole

Published: 2nd November 2015
ISBN: 9781784625085

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

Solo, son of an ex-gypsy, overhears a conversation between two
men planning a robbery to take place on the forthcoming date of

the annual spring fair. The men callously intend to lay the blame on a
gypsy called Silas.  When Solo tells his young police constable friend

Pip, Pip urges him to report the conversation to his Sergeant the
next day. To Pip’s amazement, although Solo appears at the police
station, he makes up a story of two of his father’s cows missing.

When he discovers why, an unlikely suspect surfaces...

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
Grappo the Gorilla ISBN 9781784622145   £7.99

Bruno and Little Donkey ISBN 9781784621674   £8.99

Non-Fiction – Animals/ Fiction – Children’s

+ebook
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Fiction – Children’s/ YA

A thrilling adventure revolving around a hilltop forest and 
the miniature ancient civilisation that lives beneath it.

Callum’s world has fallen apart. His mother’s untimely and unexplained death on his fifteenth bir thday has

left his heart bursting with hurt and anger. When he is mysteriously rescued from almost certain death just

weeks later, the events of the hours that follow convince him that grief has driven him insane. 

His rescuer is a tiny homeless man who claims to come fr om an ancient subterranean civilisation and tells

fantastical stories of a magical underground world where his people live in harmony with nature, insulated

from the constant turmoil of human lif e. Callum, desperate for distraction from his loss, convinces his

friends to befriend the strange little creature and help him to return home. But nothing can prepare them

for where their kindness and curiosity will lead them... 

Their ordinary teenage lives fade into distant memory as they become unwilling pawns in an adventure of

deceit and treachery where magic is bought and sold and lif e is just another potion ingredient. The future

of the subterranean world of Terragaineous is in their hands and success or def eat depends on whether

they live or die... 

Terragaineous plunges three ordinary kids into a world of magic, danger and deceit in this thrilling fantasy

adventure novel that will appeal to children aged 10-14.

www.aocomerford.com

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

The Cold Turkey Chronicles ISBN 9781783063239  £6.99

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784625122

Price: £8.99
B Paperback

TERRAGAINEOUS

A. O. Comerford +ebook
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Fiction – Children’s/ YA

‘Jungle’ Jim swings into action in his first exciting adv enture, as the superpowered simian tries to shed

some light on the mysterious Shadows of Kinabalu. In this hilarious modern spin on the timeless w erewolf

myth, young ice-hockey star, ‘Jungle’ Jim Regent travels to Borneo looking for lost love and adventure,

getting more than he bargained for after he is cursed by a tribe of mysterious Iban Headhunters. Now,

whenever the moon turns orange , he transforms into an eight-foot-tall, walking, talking orangutan! He’s

not a werewolf, he’s a werangutan. He’s not a monster, but an Ancient Protector of Borneo – and the

world beyond.

The cursed Jim now finds himself living the double lif e of a superhero as he battles the forces of the

Shadow Emperor, an evil overlord who has been dragged into our univ erse by the reckless Dark Matter

experiments of the mad scientist Doctor Gila. These diabolical villains command their army of Dark

Matter Shadows from the ruins of a top-secret US government laboratory buried deep beneath the

mighty Mount Kinabalu.

But Jim is not alone in his battle against the darkness.  Fighting alongside him is an oddball group of friends

and colleagues: Rufus McFly, a young academic whose expert knowledge of ancient civilisations is invaluable

to Jim; Ruthie Moo, a beautiful and resourceful British Secret Agent, and Jim’s childhood sweetheart,

Sengalang, the ancient shaman of the Iban Headhunters; Wira, a highly intelligent baby orangutan fully

trained in espionage; and a team of specially trained monkeys! 

This band of unlikely heroes must survive a crazy, colourful,

ancient, dangerous world, where nothing is what it seems and

where everything, from the other-dimensional bad guys to the

creepy crawlies, are out to get you. 

28th November 2015
9781784624972

£8.99
Paperback

JUNGLE JIM AND
THE SHADOW OF

KINALABU

James King +ebook
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Fiction – Children’s/ YA

Published: 28th September 2015
ISBN: 9781785890239

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

Missing Dad – Wanted is the first in a new series featuring the gutsy
Joe St Aubin, the teenage son of a secret agent who has disappeared
while working undercover.

Sixteen-year-old Joe and his girlfriend Becks Bowman must learn
the hard way how to deal with the criminal underworld after his
father, secret agent Commander Julius Grayling, disappears.
Desperately missing his father and failing at school, Joe is in deep
trouble for driving underage, and suspected of a hit and run. In a
chance encounter with the real culprit, a drug runner, Joe attracts
the attention of billionaire drugs baron Alfredo Bertolini, who is hell
bent on revenge...

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784624743

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

MISSING DAD
1. WANTED

J Ryan

Featured in Books Monthly.

2015 marks the 600th anniversary of the Battle of Agincourt.
Agincourt 1415 – A Graphic Novel captures the events surrounding
that cold, wet October day in vivid and brutal detail. The Battle of
Agincourt is the story of courage within the English ranks and the
masterful battlefield tactics employed by Henry V. It is also the
story of bitter factional infighting amongst the Fr ench; of a high-
stakes gamble which could have annihilated the English Army, and
of the cold-blooded murder of French prisoners as the battle hung
in the balance. 

AGINCOURT 1415
A GRAPHIC NOVEL

Will Gill 

+ebook

Video online
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Fiction – Children’s/ YA

‘From the first line, the reader is engaged. Jennifer is a writer of r eal promise.’

Anne Zouroudi, author of 'The Mysteries of the Gr eek Detective' series

‘I was totally gripped ... I couldn’t wait to find out what happened in the end, 

nor was I disappointed when I got there’

Fiona Courtney-Thompson, former commissioning editor with MacDonald Young Books

Katie is a lost and troubled teenager who is claimed by distant, unknown relatives and is dispatched to a

remote Scottish island. Distrustful of the world, she slowly accepts the friendship of perceptive Morag,

mischievous Robbie and the reticent Kirig, a strange boy who lives in the hills.

‘The small community lay at the end of a pr etty lane, a mile beyond the boundar y of the island’s main settlement,

Inverbeg. It was out of sight, and out of character with that comfortable little town. Some of the old townsfolk

muttered that the place was cursed.’ 

But sinister and ghostly events threaten them as past time spills into the pr esent. Katie bravely struggles to

uncover her forgotten history but then is asked to risk the lives of those she loves in order to battle

against the forces of chaos and fulfil her destiny. 

The Secret of Skara Vhore is the first in a gripping fantasy trilog y

that details the battle between good and evil, as well as the

loyalty among friends. Set in the highlands of Scotland, this book

will appeal to teenagers interested in dark supernatural fiction. 

28th November 2015
9781784624064

£9.99
Paperback

THE SECRET OF
SKARA VHORE

Jennifer M Calder+ebook
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Fiction – Children’s/ YA

Pirates, wreckers, galley slaves, magic tricks, unusual battle tactics and storms and fires come together in

this explosive new children’s novel! 

Cornish twins Becca and Jack Tremayne save the life of the mysterious Azfer Hakeem when he is

shipwrecked on a nearby beach. Azfer turns out to be Lebanese royalty who, in his armed merchant ships,

trades between the Mediterranean and the rest of Europe. Honour-bound to repay his debt to the twins,

he agrees to try and find their parents, Kerenza and Brethoc, who were captured by Barbary (North

African) pirates in 1615, two years previously. 

During Azfer’s recuperation he is befriended by the two children and inspires them by conjuring tricks and

telling tales of his distant travels. Using his royal connections and influence, Azfer’s spies discover that

Kerenza is being held captive in the court of the Governor of Algiers and it is rumoured that Brethoc is a

galley slave. 

In their ensuing adventure, Azfer, his intrepid multinational crew and Becca and Jack journey towards the

shores of North Africa, facing danger from gunfire, pirates and storms, and attempt a daring outrageous

rescue and solve an old mystery that has long haunted their Cornish village ... 

Pirates and Promises is an exciting, fast-moving yet heart-

warming tale that will propel young readers aged 9-12

headlong, only allowing them brief rests to gulp a lungful of

salty sea air before being thrust back into the twins’

adventure once more...

Published: 28th October 2015
ISBN: 9781784624286

Price: £6.99
B Paperback

PIRATES AND
PROMISES

Peter Gredan Davies 
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Fiction – Children’s/ YA

An inquisitive cat by nature, Rodney, who is more affectionately known as Rodders and Fluffychops, 

lives with Mr and Mrs C . 

Rodney is a very nosy fluffy black cat who spends his da ys roaming around his local area in search 

of new things to do. 

One day on his travels, Rodney notices a pile of leaves moving all by itself. Confused, he heads to the pile

of leaves to investigate. He discovers Spike, a litter picking hedgehog who uses his spines to clean up his

home. Spike curls up his body into a ball and r olls over any litter he can find. 

The Adventure of Rodney Fluffychops is a joyful and lighthearted

tale of Rodney and Spike’s newfound friendship and their

adventures. Full of beautifully hand-drawn illustrations, this book

will be enjoyed by children aged three to five.

28th November 2015
9781784624712

£6.99
Paperback

THE
ADVENTURES
OF RODNEY

FLUFFYCHOPS
AND THE LITTER PICKING

HEDGEHOG

F Compton
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Fiction – Children’s/ YA

‘There are a lot of things to like about The Spirit of London.
And there really isn’t anything to dislike.’

The Bookbag.co.uk
‘It’s a terrific read, no matter how old you are! Chilling atmosphere,

great sense of history, superb story all round.’
Books Monthly

‘This tale is an engaging ghost story for r eaders of nine and above, 
with a satisfying plot and clear written style.’

The Self Publishing Magazine

The spirits were at work here, somehow. But why? On returning to London, Ellie investigates the mystery

surrounding 47 Foster Square. Who is the sender of ghostly messages asking her for help? What is the

secret of the Meadowes family? And what does Edward know about all this?  With her parents about to

divorce, and her Mum acting very strangely, Ellie quickly discovers that a sinister force lies between her

and the truth... 

The Spirit of London is the second instalment in the thrilling and suspenseful ‘Spirits’ series and follows the

success of The People’s Book Prize-nominated Childish Spirits. It focuses on slavery and a mixed-race family

in Georgian times. Ellie finds herself facing a very dangerous foe and will need all her courage and

humanity to get her through. The Spirit of London also sets up

a story arc that will continue into future books in the series.

The book will appeal to girls and boys of upper primary and

lower secondary age – and to parents and teachers reading

the book aloud!

Published: 28th September 2015
ISBN: 9781784624057

Price: £7.99
B Paperback

THE SPIRIT OF
LONDON

Rob Keeley
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CHARLIE'S WORLD OF
GLITTERING POWERS

Tracy Rawles

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784624736

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

‘There are powers to be discovered, mysteries to be solved and joys to be
had for both Sevi and Charlie in this c harming and exciting book.’ 

That’s Books
‘You won’t be disappointed’ – Books Monthly

Charlie’s World of Glittering Powers is split between the forests and
vineyards of Provence and a bustling Cornish fishing village . The

tale follows Charlie, a rare breed allergy-prone cigale (aka a
Snuffle-Buzzer). Sevi, a nature-loving Cornish girl yearns to unravel
the mystery that is hidden within the pages of an old winegr ower’s
violet book. Before long, one single golden sparkle sets in motion a

mystical turn of events, which lead Charlie and Sevi to embark
upon a thrilling adventure. 

A BOOK OF
CHILDREN'S RHYMES

Pixie Dean

Published: 28th November 2015
ISBN: 9781784625078

Price: £7.99
Binding: Hardback

A Book of Children’s Rhymes is a delightful and fun read for children
aged 6 and upwards. The poems are suitable for independent

reading for older children or for being read to younger children.
The book is packed full of colourful, captivating and amusing

illustrations that complement the poems and rhymes. It’s a joyful
collection that brings together a mixture of hilarious, scary, magical,

enchanting and fun, nonsensical themes – and in diff erent styles,
including rhymes, parodies and limericks – that will a ppeal to both

girls and boys.

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
Chuckle Verse ISBN 9781784625061   £7.99

Fiction – Children’s/ YA

+ebook
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Troubador Publishing Ltd
9 Priory Business Park, 

Wistow Road, Kibworth 
Leicester LE8 0RX
Tel: 0116 279 2299
Fax: 0116 279 2277

books@troubador.co.uk

www.troubador.co.uk

This is just a selection of our titles. 
For a full listing please see our website.

ORDERS

Physical book trade orders to Orca Book Services, Gardners,
Bertrams or via Nielsen’s teleordering

Sales Representation: Star Book Sales

Ebooks are available from all good ebook retailers, including
Amazon, Kobo, Apple, Google and Nook.

Personal orders can be made on our secure web shop: 

www.troubador.co.uk/shop

via phone (0116) 279 2299

Audio online

Video online

KEY TO SYMBOLS

Audio featuring the author is available
to listen to on our website

Video featuring the author and/or book
is available to view on our website

Title is also available as an ebook+ebook
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